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	   To me, pets can be a big part of a family.  To me it means that pets can be 

so much love to the family. 

 This is true because there is this show called Dog with a Blog and that tv 

show tells me how much they love that dog named Stan and they would do anything 

to help him through anything.  I can tell that they really love him, not just he talks but 

the way his heart is. 

 I think Winn Dixie is a really important book because it is mostly about Winn 

Dixie and his owner Opal. 

 I have a dog named Sparky.  I love him with all of my heart and I can see 

that he will always be there for me too.  I can also see that they love their animals, 

too.  

 It makes me wonder if people on tv shows are acting or really love that pet 

they are with. 

          ~Maricela 

 

I agree with the sentence: Pets can be a big part of a family.  What I think is 

a cat is a fun and loveable pet to a family and a person. 

 The movie Cats and Dogs has a dog that is a pet and saves the family 

from an evil cat they tries to make people allergic to dogs so people can only buy 

cats. 

 In the book Because of Winn-Dixie the dog Winn-Dixie is part of a two person 

family. 

 In my life I have a pet that is a gerbil.  He plays a big part in our family. 

(Which is entertaining!) 

 I wonder what other people think about pets.  

          ~Annie 
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 Pets can be a big part of a family.  To me I think that its saying pets are not 

just animals you take care of.  Pets are special in many different ways. 

 There’s a movie and the left a cat but after the storm the girl went back 

and got the cat and gave it to her sister and where they were living it was going 

to flood so the little girl saved the cat. 

 Because of Winn Dixie shows that the little girl will do anything for her dog. 

 I will do anything for my dog because I love him.  His name is Max.  I love 

him so much I rescued him from the street. 

 I wonder why some people don’t love their pets and abuse them. 

          ~Ellie 

 

 Ok, so basically it means the cat is part of the family.  It is part of the family 

and that cat is sort of part of the family. 

 This is true that a pet is a big part of the family.  One reason I think so is 

because it is like Dog with a Blog.  Without the dog in the family, the family may be 

different. 

 I read a book that had a pony and it was on a poster then it turned real.  

Then it changed the family a lot. 

 When my grandma bought me a dog it really changed me and my family.  I 

was way more happier than usual. 

 Now I wonder why do pets change peoples lives.  Huh…  

          ~Jocelyn 
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 Pets can be a big part of a family. 

 It is true in Dog with a Blog because Stan (the main character which is a 

dog) helps his owner and has gained friendship over the years.  If they were 

separated the owner would do anything to get Stan back. 

 I once had a dog called Roxy.  She was my pet Pug.  I had her for many 

years.  Then one day she died.  I was so sad.  She was like my best friend.  I can 

still remember her face. 

 I wonder why people are so attached to their pets? 

           ~Lucas 

 

 Pets can be a big part of a family.  Pets can be a big part of family 

because my pup was my best friend and I lost him 4 months ago and I still look at 

pics of him because I love him. 

 In a cartoon called Final Glass Dome there’s a kid with his turtle and he’s in a 

glass dome/maze thing and can’t find his way out.  Then he finds his parents and 

his turtle finds the way out with them. 

 In a book called Tides of War a man has a seal and joins a bunch of the 

military and his seal saves him from a huge wave that he nearly drowned in. 

 Animals like dogs are a big part of my life because they heal me when I’m 

down and they give me something to do that’s fun when I’m bored. 

 I wonder if they need an owner to get up and go again in just a snap. 

           ~Asher 


